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Abstract: Taken the period about 1800 the lighthouses of merchants had been the harbors like 
Hamburg, London; the Vienna Congress after Napoleon’s defeat changed the focus: for example 
the Prussian Customs Union started and about 1825 the competition changed by free access 

between former separated territories trading and production-infra-structures; 1850 was the start of 
consumer cooperatives as due to job-losses poor workers organized their own buying and selling;  
at about 1875 economies started to boom due to their revitalization and big department-houses 
started in Paris, London, or even the GUM in Moscow; small retailers reacted to the growing power 
of the department-houses within the next 25 years and founded the first retail cooperatives to 
organize bigger volumes with cheaper prices for its members like EDEKA; World War I destroyed a 

lot of capital: cheap distribution since about 1925 was offered by catalogue-houses like Schicke-
danz/Quelle. --- Those 25-years-cycles continued also after World War II. The reconstruction of 
West Europe started with copies from the US as the new benchmark for Life-style: mass-production 
based on brands and mass-distribution by self-service and supermarkets after 1950. At 1975 big 
outlets like hypermarkets/specialists like IKEA/ ToysRUS as well as shopping-centers outside of 

cities started due to mobility of consumers enjoying their own cars. The consumption hype was 
reflected by the (luxury)-products and by the shop-fitting of the stores. The permanent growth of 

the shop-fitting-exhibition EuroShop reflected as a mirror the wealth of nations and also the 
European scope of the mind-set, because also the EuroShop exhibitors and visitors became more 
and more international. Also the backstage of technologies for retail changed : scanners enabled 
stock-control over long-distances and data-mining about customers.The next major change for 
retail started about the year 2000 by the internet/WLAN and B2B/B2C. The result after 20 years is 
an omni-channel retail/consumer community with more and more M-commerce being the 
benchmark of success in 2025. To cope with the speed of transformation via technology the tria- 

annual EuroShop exhibition added an annual show for ComputerInformationSystems EuroCIS to 
support the roof-brand and to satisfy IT-providers/retailers and consumers. 
 
1.0 The change of the markets 
  
Mass-distribution started in Western Europe after World War II. The roots for brand-marketing at 

that time had been "pre-packaging" of products by industry (no bulk food anymore), creating 
brands by marketing-dreams, store-multiplication by standard-formats/- interior/self-service 

shelves. 
 
In the times after the War the first stores had been sometimes one room within the living-house of 
the retailer – 20 to 40 squaremeters – sugar, salt, flour as bulk food in layers of cupboards : being 
packed on demand  - butter, margarine in blocks of 30 x 30 cm : being cut to portions by the 

retailer – milk in big cans to be portioned to smaller cans brought by the consumers themselves. 
The customers were waiting in queues to be served by the retailer or the assistant. One main 
function of the retailer was consulting the customer: to explain products and sometimes also the 
processing of the products at the kitchen. This function decreased by prepacked or pre-bottled 
products and advertising like Unilever for its margarine brands or Coca Cola : the US drink even 
became one of the symbols for modern Western life-style made in/or copied from the USA. The 
average size of the new stores increased to about 400 squaremeters. 

  
A critical volume for those store-elements and competition within shopfitters was reached in the 
early 60ies: in Germany in 1966 the first "EuroShop"- exhibition was started in Duesseldorf by the 
local exhibition organizers and the Institute of Self-Service (ISB: today EHI Retail Institute). This 
was also the time of store segmentation: still small neighbourhood stores being changed to self-

service or being specialized as milk/cheese stores or chocolate stores existed, but the new 

supermarkets increased to 600 to 800 sqaremeters enlarging also their assortments. Even the first 
big markets with 2000 squaemeters were tested. In this period the main focus of innovation had 
been on self-service-equipment/shelving, POS Marketing, new cashier-registers and refrigeration-
technologies. 
 
Store size and number of stores became dominant the next innovation cycle in the 70ies. 
Hypermarkets emerged with 20000 to 40000 products, local retail-chains got 50 to 100 outlets, 

other chains expanded out of their former boundaries even to become national players. For those 
retailers product identification via scanning (Appendix 1) followed by information-systems became 
essential for its business administration. The development of computers and IT-systems versus 
retailers’ demand for more skills along their supply chain upgraded the profession of the traditional 



retailer from the product-knowledge provider towards a manager of complex knowledge including 

beside products also consumer demands/trends, logistics, human resources etc. Within the store 

also the better visual merchandising and lighting could become an important factor to survive the 
competition between mergers and acquisitions. 
  
The third innovation level - reached in the 80ies - was shelf-optimization, surveillance-systems, 
communication technologies. Again the mirror of the state of art of retail was technology driven.  
New optimization programs allowed to measure so-called DPP (Direct Product Productivity) per 

used squarecentimeters per product along the supply-chain (depot, lorries, shelf). Those DPP-
values influenced even the big brand-manufacturers to redesign their packages and pallet-loadings 
by ISO-standards to decrease product-costs created in the distribution. DPP later was enlarged to 
ECR (Efficient Consumer Response) which also reflected the number of deliveries per store and 
interest rates of stock within the total supply chain. 
 

The consumer was focused even more electronically in the 90ies by loyality cards, data 
warehouse/-mining , category management , total supply chains, automatic shelf-pricing. Each 
person with a loyality card could be tracked in the numbers of store visits, in the numbers and 
values of each article being bought at each store visit – combined with data-mining cross relations 
via price-offers could be measured as well as correlations within each consumer basket. Prices 

could be individualized to customers like Gold-, Silver or Bronze Customers by interactive cards 
and shelf-technology like the Technical Shopping Assistant tested at the METRO Future Store 

(Appendix 2,3,4). Silver or Bronze Customer could not see that the Gold customer got a better 
price-offer because this was only shown electronically to the Gold customer while passing the shelf 
of the special offer. Automatic shelf-prizing allowed the change of prices within a store for special 
hours: for example to increase store visits by customer-target-groups like pensioners in times of 
low frequency in the store. Last but not least card-systems like PayBack allow to accumulate bonus 
points from groups of retailers for example a food-retailer, textile-specialists, petrol stations etc. 
 

The new century started with the internet and B2B/B2C, RFID/WLAN, finger-print and eye-
identification at the cash-zone - and in 2025 social media and M- business via smart-phones will 
have a big share within the omni-channel-community. This change from brick-stores either totally 
to the internet or in a mix between brick-stores and internet (omni-channel) is increasing the 
competition by the following facts: less stores mean less costs of product presentations within 
cities – by this prices can be lowered. New competitors can even enter new countries without 

having any store – deliveries sent from the home-countries. 
 

2.0 Profiling EuroShop 
 
The exhibition EuroShop was created as a joint platform by the former Institute of Self-Service 
(ISB: today EHI Retail Institute) and the Fair Organizer Duesseldorf City in 1966. Its first success 
root was already the wording “Euro” in its name – although that element played a role only later in 

its branding. A second root (and the real different situation to other exhibits starting at the same 
time in other countries) was the location NorthRhineWestfalia (part of Germany). In this densely 
populated area is/was the home of the department-stores Horten, Karstadt and Kaufhof, the food 
retailers REWE, ALDI-Group, local and regional strong chains in the 60ies/70ies, Kaufring, shoe-
stores like Deichmann, health and beauty Douglas, METRO, etc. This retail environment created 
also in its neighbourhood lots of small/later medium-sized shopfitting companies. Combining those 
three factors together with the competences and workshops of the Institute of Self-Service as a 

system-house of German self-service knowledge the fair EuroShop was not only an exhibition but 
the meeting point of the who is who of retail. 
 
To attract the exhibitors and visitors the exhibition had to take over the scout for innovations : this 
role became an USP due to the cooperation between the fair-organizers and the retail research 

institute. The function of research can be demonstrated for example by the chart about the scanner 

penetration in Germany : again a cycle of 25 years. But it was not only the academic 
documentation of this fact, but the workshop “barcoding” of the Retail Institute took the initiative 
in 1974 to create together with the association of the brand-manufacturers a joint venture 
(Centrale for Coorganisation CCG/today GS1 Germany) to be the driver of this special innovation. 
The institute and and the exhibition not only followed the Post War trends but they shaped by their 
impact the transformation of the Mum-and Papa Store within the evolution tornado since then ( Ap-
pendix 5). 

 
 
Of course due to its size the German market got also in the focus of foreign retail in the 70ies and 
80ies when the first trends of internationalization developed ideas to create a Western European 



Retail Business. The ISB supported this trend by repositioning itself as EuroHandelsInstitut (EHI) – 

later using those initials as EHI Retail Institute and by pushing its information internationally by  

media-partner abroad or by editing a 384 pages documentation about EuroShop in an English/ 
German version being printed in 10.000 copies and distributed by EHI free of cost at international 
conferences all over the world. While the share of foreign exhibitors in 1966 was only 11 percent, 
in 1990 it was already 24 percent and in 2002 already 38 percent. In total numbers the exhibitors 
climbed from 331 in 1966 to 1595 in 2002; the net exhibition area climbed in that period from 
19.600 to 98.900 squaremeters. Since the 80ies EuroShop is world leader in its sector. The 

permanent enlargement of topics covered by EuroShop (Appendix 6) attracted always also new 
target groups for EuroShop (Appendix 7). 
 
In the middle of the 90ies EHI and EuroShop reacted also to the speed of development within the 
IT-sector : the tri-annual EuroShop became the roof as a main-brand for annual EuroCIS-
exhibitions which in EuroShop years are integrated in the main-exhibition and which are in the two 

years in between stand-alone exhibitions : meanwhile also with 12.000 squaremeters European 
leader in its sector. 
 
3.0 Conclusion 
 

Retail outlets are in its visual presentation, in its product-range and its technology-backstage a 
mirror of the development level of the local/national society. In Western Europe after World War II 

a real evolution tornado started since 1945: in Central and Eastern Europe the speed of the 
tornado was even bigger as the modern times of Post-Socialism started only after 1990 or even 
later – those are roughly 50 years – with the result that politics as well as business-leaders in 
Central and Eastern Europe did have a lack of 50 years of learning about the modernization 
process and of the accumulation of contacts or capital.  
 
Summarizing the original Evolution Cycle from Western Europe the retail outlets started as service 

Mum-and Papa-shops being transformed into self-service using POS material for sales promotion, 
later shelf-optimization and scanners  reading bar-codes , adding loyality-cards and data mining 
and transforming now the outlets as a part of omni-channel or even in a mix with entertaine- 
ment/food centers. In Post Socialism the speed of innovation was not only quicker – but there was 
also a lack of entrepreneurial skills as distribution in Socialism does not know diffentiation within 
supply or at the outlet-level.  

 
This entrepreneurial spirit was also reflected by scouting the global trends, by communicating the 

innovations of the exhibition EuroShop. The exhibition did not only become a show case/mirror of 
the sector but established itself as an acknowledged driver for retail-innovation. The EuroShop 
exhibition combined ratio (via its exhibits) and emotio (via its events). The sub-headline of the 
documentation of the EuroShop history was “Inspiration-Motivation-Innovation”: ranking even 
before the Innovation the human factors of Inspiration and Motivation first. 

 
Consequent in 2006 the retail institute with friends from academia started a network (European 
Retail Academy) to accelerate the vocational competences by an international human pool from 
academia. Within a decade the number of participating research institutions came up to 230 
globally. EuroShop itself became also by these platforms/conferences world-leader in its sector 
with the record of 120.000 squaremeters net exhibition area in 2017.  
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(1) : Scanner Introduction  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(2) : Parameters RFID   

 

 

 

 

(3) : METRO Future Store  



 

 

 

(4) : Personal Shopper Assistance  

 

 

 

(5) :  Evolution Tornado  



 

 

 

 

(6) : Innovation Driver EuroShop (66) 

 

 

 

 



(7) : EuroShop Development  

 

 

 
 

 

 

Summery : 

 

There are many ways to describe and to analyse innovation. This case study presented at the 

Trio of Riga Conferences in 2017 is an indication about selected technologies which did have 

a major impact for the retail sector and for the total supply chain. The EuroShop Reader from 

2004 describes 16 instore-sections in its step to step development over the years starting from 

1966. Furtheron it highlights by an interdisciplinary view the major influences in politics and 

in the business sector  as they are the parameters which decide about the success of techno-

logies being presented at exhibitions. 

In the case of the Federal Republic of Germany the success of EuroShop becoming not only 

an exhibition platform have been its location in the triangle of Netherlands, Belgium and 

Germany on the one hand side ; the fact of an accumulation of retail-HQs  within NorthRhein- 

Westfalia attracting also many suppliers of retail-technologies; a robust economy in Germany 

in the Post War period with the additional factor to be export-oriented  and last but not least 

the USP of a joint venture between the exhibition center Duesseldorf and the retail institute  

which took over an active role in innovation management in the retail-/and total supply sector. 


